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Dear Members,         La Grande, May 1996  
As I had promised in February, Spring has Sprung, although very hesitantly in many areas, especially in the 

Northwest. where we still experience night frost and very cool daytime temperatures. No time to plant tomatoes yet! 
This issue of Belgian Laces is loaded with news, I had fun putting it together, because the main topic being 

agriculture I was working with information that was totally new to me as well. I hope you will enjoy reading about the 
developments and the worldwide interest generated by the breeders of Belgian lifestock! 

Wth Memorial Day at our doorsteps I thought It appropriate to print John McCraes very well knowing poem In 
Flanders Fields. So often we only know the first two lines of any poem, and wished we could get a hold of the total poem. I 
thank Father Denys from the Gazette van Detroit for his autorization to use his article on John McCrae and the poem. 

Let me remind everyone that July 21 the Belgian National Holiday tolls on a Sunday this year which offers a beautiful 
opportunity to organize Belgian Picnics around the country. I’m sure no one will want to miss out on the good camaraderie, 
fellowship and excellent foods that will certainly be served up at the different Belgian Club gatherings. 

Since we visited last, both Pierre and made a trip to the Fatherland. Pierre under less fortunate circumstances: he was 
called “home” in February for the funeral of his brother-in-law. It was a demanding trip, 10 days travel days included and the 
emotional impact of being there to be of comfort to his sister. Pierre was barely home, when it was time for me to travel to the 
“old country”. It was a cold, wet and unpleasant spring in Europe. but the warmth ot the love of relatives and friends made up 
for the chill in the air. I tried to see Guido Dutry, Director of “Vlamingen in de Wereld” but unfortunately, the day of our 
appointment he was sick. Our friend Mary Brown made the trip with me and has written a wonderful travel log for Laces 
Look for a first installment in this issue. 

We want to thank Jeanne and Les Rentmeester for sending us a copy of their last book Our Marchant Relatives. (380 
pages, 8.5 x 11; with many illustrations) These historians have published several very valuable books about the emigrations of 
Belgians to the United States. Among these are The Flemish in Wisconsin and The Wisconsin Fur-Trade People. In their last 
publication they researched the Walloon immigration in Wsconsin After a short history of Belgium. they explain in a very 
lively manner the settlement of the immigrants, the Americanization of the settlement, followed by anecdotes, family histories, 
religious practices, use of names followed by short genealogies of the first settlers in Merchant, WI (Duval, WI today!) and a 
very clear index. Their address: 1131 Rivermont Drive, Melbourne, FL 32935. 

For our members in the Northwest a little update on the Father DeSmet exhibit in Portland, Or: in conjunction with 
the “Sacred Encounter” exhibition, the Oregon Historical Society presents a native basketry display, which will run through 
September 22. Over 100 Native American baskets, including some made by the people of the Mid-Columbia River Plateau. 
One more reason not to miss this exceptional exhibit, which first and foremost features the Belgian Jesuit Missionary from 
Dendermonde, Belgium. 

Before closing this little visit with you, we want to congratulate ‘our own” Martens Bellavia who was the recipient of 
the Eight Annual Northwest Language Teacher of the Year Award, Post-secondary level, presented jointly by the PNCFL 
(Pacific Northwest Council for Languages) and the National Textbook Company, Lincolnwood, IL. “lively”, “demanding”, 
“thoroughly enjoyable’ “patient” and “encouraging’ are words used to describe Ms. Bellavia by students, colleagues and 
administrators, according to the press release we received. Congratulations. Marlena, were all proud of you! 

Join me now in welcoming a healthy number of new members to our Association. 
 

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS! 
629 Kathleen Hanson   Williamstown, NJ 
620 Barbara Grigg-Anderson  Oceanside, CA 
834 Robert Dusslier   Grants Pass, OR 
632 Antone Levan Lambert  Livinia, Ml 
633 Denise Shindle   Mt. Holly, NC 
634 C.J. VanDenEeden  Lombard, IL 
635 Yvonne M. Fievet  Sandusky, OH 
638 LE. Staumont   Yorba Linda, CA 
637 Debbi Carpentier Manni  Walker, MI 
838 Albert J Cashier   Shawnee Mission, KS 
639 Gail Janquart lves  Green Bay, WI 
640 Maria DeVuyst   S. Surrey, BC, Canada 
641 Claudia Aquilar   Westerville, OH 
642 Liliane Taeymans Bender  Tacoma, WA 
643 Mrs. Mildred T. Robitaille  St. Louis, MO 
644 Howard A. Dc Bisschop  Loch Arbour, NJ 
645 Alice L. O'Donnell  Portland, OR. 
648 Ruth A. Smith   Freeport, IL 
847 Ann Beattie   Chetwynd, BC, Canada 
848 Frances Killian Schartman  Oak Harbor, WA 
649 Mrs. Valery Knox  Appleton, WI 
650 Charles Rogier   Epping,NH 
651 P.& D Van Watermeulen  Broomfield, CO 
852 Michael L. Morrison  Germantown, MD 
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Did you Know...? 
 

That around 1975 somewhere, an American astronaut sent the 
following message to earth station “I can see Belgium. He was 
orbiting on the night side of the globe at the time, yet managed 
to pinpoint his position by using the ‘bright eight legged spider” 
as a beacon. Belgium, which illuminates its freeways that 
converge like spokes in a wheel on its hub, Brussels, is often 
used by astronauts as an easily identifiable reference point. 
Observed from space, this nightly phenomenon stands out as 
prominently as does the Chinese Wall by day. 
 
 

that... Belgium produces over six hundred varieties of beer, two 
hundred varieties of cheese, four hundred different types ol 
pralines made of Belgian chocolate? To deserve to label 
Belgian chocolate the confection has to contain at least 70% 
pure cacao. Some of the best know Belgian chocolate 
producers are Callebaut and Cote dOr. 
 
 

that... Belgium accommodates a large number of foreign 
students at its 19 universIties or polytechnic colleges: 
nearly 10% of its student body comes from countries other 
than Belgium. 
 
 

that ... besides the well known export items like diamonds, 
carpets, chocolate and comics, which represent Belgium’s 
calling cards’ around the world, our little ancestral home offers 
an exceptionally wide variety of export products. Its major 
product group are transport materials (trains, streetcars and 
the like), base metals, machines and electric equipment, 
chemical and pharmaceutical products, plastics, textiles and 
jewelry. Oh, and yes in Billiard Balls too, Belgium is a world 
leader! 
 
 

that.. Belgium is the largest exporter of Christmas trees in 
Europe and 50 million Belgian azaleas are sent to every corner 
the world. 
 
 

that ... you can now tune in via satellite to RadioVlaanderen 
Internationaal (RVI) through World Radio network 2. The RVI 
journal is available directly at Galaxy 5 - Turner Broadcast 
System (transponder 6), frequency 3,802 Ghz, vertical 
polarization, audio canal 6.2 Mhz. For a complete infomation- 
and program booklet contact RVI P0.8. 26- B-l060 Brussels, 
Belgium. 
 

that ... Chrysler has chosen Belgium for its European 
headquarters. The American company has leased two 
renovated office buildings in the Woluwe street for which they 
will have to cough up the tidy sum of 53 million Bfrs. ($17 
million) a year. The auto maker wilI bring along a slice of 
‘American way of life’ by providing a fitness and sport center, 
as well as a company restaurant. It plans to offer employment 
to 200 people within the first two years of its ‘European 
Coordination Center . Chrysler has a technical base in 
Switzerland and a plant to build the mono-volume Voyager 
while the Jeep Grand Cherokee is under construction in 
Austria. 
 
 

that ... the City Antwerp is building a gangplank for cruise ships 
passengers between the landing facilities of the Flandria 
Shipping Company and the South Terrace. This will allow large 
cruise ships to moor in the heart of the city. The project should 
be finished by October ‘98 and will greatly enhance the 
promotion of tourism to Antwerp the city at the Scheldt River. 
 
 

ROBOT SURGERY 
A World Premiere takes place in Belgium. 

 
From a distance of hundreds of kilometers, a Belgian surgeon 
performs a computer operated surgery from St Lucas hospital 
in Brugge. Belgium to the St Antonius hospital in Nieuwegein 
near Utrecht in the Netherlands. Through a small hole a 
miniature camera is introduced in the abdomen of the patient, 
and the Belgian surgeon exchanges views about the case with 
the Dutch surgeon at the other end. The diagnosis is Hernia. 
And telerobotic surgery experiences its world premiere! 
In many hospitals all over the world, this type of robot is used 
in closed circuit, to show assistant-surgeons and students in 
medicine a surgery on the screen. A long distance telerobot 
surgery like the one effectuated in February last, was a world 
premiere. 
 
The command panel for the robot in Nieuwegein was located in 
the St Lucas hospital of Brugge, and robodoc’ Dr L. 
Vandeheyden directed the minuscule camera in the abdomen 
of the patient, in consultation with the Dutch Dr. Peter Go, who 
was standing next to the patient on the operating table, This 
intervention was for a pre-operative diagnosis. 
On the screens appeared not only the pictures of the camera, 
but both surgeons were in visual contact with each other on a 
corner of the screen. 
 
This is an other example of the possibilities created by high 
tech in laparoscopic or keyhole surgery. The laparoscope isa 
very small tubular optic instrument that is introduced in the 
patient’s abdomen through a very small hole. On this 
laparoscope is attached a miniature video camera, which 
projects razorsharp pictures on a screen. 
 
With this system, a surgeon can call up and/or assist another 
surgeon tar a consultation anywhere in the world. The surgeon 
can also observe the work of an other surgeon from far away, 
and eventually assist in in the surgery. 
 
It is not science fiction anymore that from now on a surgery 
could be directed to the crew of a space station by a surgeon 
on earth. Furthermore the robot can be programmed to store 
all data in Its memory, and recall it when needed. The films of 
each procedure are kept on file as well. 
 
“But”, says Dr Vanderheyden, “there are other great 
advantages: the robot is never tired nor ill, and has a sure 
hand, what you can not always expect from a surgeon, who 
may be at the surgery table for long hours, and can obviously 
be tired and unsteady” The robot has also a big advantage 
when surgery has to be done on contageous patients, without 
any risk to the surgical tenTh 
 
The camera images are sent by ISDN telephone lines as they 
are commonly used for video conferences. The digital signals 
for the robot can go through an other normal telephone line. 
The prize of the computer operated robot is about $ 50.000. or 
1,5 million Belgian francs. 
 
From the Gazet Van Antwerpen,10 Feb1996. 
Translation: P. lnghels 
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A LIVING HERITAGE: THE  BRABANTINE  DRAUGHT-HORSE 
by P. Vissers and Professor R Piessens 

 
Once Belgium was known throughout the world for its strong draught-horses. As a result of agricultural changes and the 
introduction of new methods of transport, from the 1950’s draught-horses seemed to be dying a quiet death. Luckily it was 
realized in time that they are part of our “living heritage”, a syrribol for our region, and little by little draught-horses are again 
receiving the attention they deserve.

 
THE ARDENNES and FLEMISH BREED 
Even before the time of Christ, the 
Trevieren, a Belgian tribe who inhabited 
the present-day province of Luxembourg, 
is thought to have used horses which 

were inexhaustible and very hardy. They belonged to the 
Ardennes breed. 
From the Middle Ages onwards, and probably even earlier, 
the Flemish coastal plains had their own breed on horse. This 
large, strong horse, called the Flemish horse, was much in 
demand by knights for military expeditions and jousting. The 
flemish horses spread not only over the whole of Flanders, but 
also into neighboring countries, especially England. where 
they exerted a very strong influence on the evolution of the 
English heavy breeds. 
Once gunpowder had been discovered, strategies on the 
battlefield changed and the heavy, but not very agile horses 
lost their function. Consequently, the government tried to 
promote the breeding of light, fast horses by encouraging 
crossing with warmblood stallions of foreign origin. However, 
horse-breeders, who also worked the fields as farmers, 
remained faithful to the heavy horse which they could usefully 
employ on their farms. From the middle of the 19th century, 
the government too began to recognize that Belgians should 
concentrate on breeding heavy draught-horses. 

The Brabantine Breed 
The Ardennes breed was almost completely wiped out during 
the French Revolution. The Flemish breed had lost its quality 
through unbridled export of the best stud-horses. However, as 
a result of crossing Ardennes and Flemish horses and the 
influence of the environment and climate, local breeds had 
come into existence, such as the Brabantine, Hainaut and 
Namur varieties and the horses of Condroz and Haspengauw. 
The Brabantine breed was the heaviest because it was bred 
in the fertile, clayey regions of our country, i.e. Brabant, East 
Flanders and part of Liege and Hainaut. As the demand for 
heavy horses increased, the other local breeds were gradually 
absorbed by the Brabantine breed. The quality improved 
dramatically as soon as the stud-farms used selection within 
the breed as their criterion rather than crossing. Carefully 
planned inbreeding played an important role in this. Only 
officially approved stallions we to be used for public breeding. 
At the 1878 international horse show, organized in Paris as 
part of the World Fair, the first prize was awarded to the 
Belgian stallion Brilliant. In the years that followed, this horse 
continued to win many more prizes abroad. Encouraged by 
the successes, a decision was taken in 1886 to set up ‘The 
Belgian Draught-Horse” Society. The aims of this association 
were and remain: 
- to publish a stud-book in with the pedigree of Belgian 
draught-horses is recorded. 
- to organize shows to stimulate breeders and to give them 
the opportunity to compare the results of their efforts. 
 
The early competitions had special sections for the Flemish, 
Ardennes and the Brabantine breeds. However, the Flemish 
could no longer compete with the Brabantine and 
disappeared. What still remained of the Ardennes breed was 

crossed with the Brabantine horse, which meant it became 
considerably heavier. From then on, the Belgian draught-
horse became synonymous with the Brabantine horse. 
 

The Golden Age of the Belgian Draught-horse 
In the 19th century, our breed of draught-horse had not 
acquired the uniformity it has today. The fine, heavy type of 
horse was only to be found between the Dender and the 
Scheldt rivers, around Nijvel and on the banks of the 
Méhaigne, a tributary of the river Maas. From 1880 these 
three races began to interbreed to produce a uniform type 
which dispersed to other regions. Orange I, born in the 
Bender area in 1863, had the greatest influence. He was 
bought up by Julius Hazard, a brilliant horse-breeder. This is 
how Orange came to Fosteau, the breeding center of Hazard 
in the Nijvel region, where he covered the best mares. On the 
other hand, stallions from the Nijvel and the Méhaigne regions 
were transferred to the Dender area. The high point in the 
horse breeding in Belgium came between 1880 and 1950. 
Draught-horses were then of invaluable economic importance, 
not only in agriculture, but also for general transportation 
purposes. Thanks to the expertise of the Belgian breeders, a 
world-famous breed or draught-horse came into existence. 
The powerful, energetic and very brisk gait of our draught-
horse was admired by everyone. But it was also renowned for 
its docile nature and willingness to work. Belgian draught-
horses were exported to America, Canada, Russia, Sweden, 
Germany, France, Holland, Italy and other places where they 
sired or influenced numerous foreign cold-blood breeds. At 
that time, the export of draught-horses was of considerable 
economic importance for our country. 
During the first World War, Belgium lost more than 90,000 
horses. Because of fear of possible requisition by the 
occupying forces, numerous first-rate stallions were sold to 
Holland. They laid the foundations for draught-horse stud-
farms there. Luckily, the losses incurred during the war 
recuperated fairly quickly. 
The national draught-horse competition was a splendid annual 
event, attended by the king, the Belgian royal family, 
representatives of royal families and of governments from 
abroad. Special trains were laid on to transport the hundreds 
of horses to the show. Tabloids, such as “Le Patriot lllustré”, 
gave front page coverage to the national draught-horse 
competition. 

Coat Color Variety 
In 1900, almost half of all Belgian draught-homes were bays, 
a third were chestnut and the remainder, bay roans, blue 
roans, chestnut roans, black and occasionally dapple-gray 
and Isabella. Chestnuts increased in number as this color was 
popular abroad. It looked as though the bay roan color would 
disappear altogether. But in 1923, Albion d’Hor, the lovely, 
solid, bay roan stallion became national champion at seven 
years of age, and he also carried oft the first prize for the best 
stud-horse. As a colt during the war, he had escaped 
castration and requisition by the Germans. Albion d’Hor was a 
stallion with a strong pedigree. He sired some bays, but 
mainly bay roans. Unfortunately, he died shortly after he had 
won the championship title. He had an enormous influence on 
stud-
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farms and is the forebear of the Belgian draught-horse of 
today. 
After 1925 the national championships were dominated by the 
offspring of Albion d’Hor. The 1925 champion was Avenir 
d’Herse, son of Albion d’Hor, and he remained the supreme 
stallion year after year. Espol, de Quaregnon, son of Avenir 
d’Herse, was the 1929 champion and another extraordinary 
stud. Sizable sums of money were being offered for top-class 
stallions. Espoir de Quaregnon was sold for one million 
francs, an enormous sum at the time! 
From 1930, as a result of the strong influence of Albion d’Hor, 
Avenir d’Herse and Espoir de Quaregnon, the number of bay 
roans began to increase. Nowadays more than 70% of the 
draught-horses in Belgium are bay roans. Many horse lovers 
deplore the disappearance of the diversity of the coat colors. 
 
The Decline of our Draught-horse Stock 
From 1920 onward, trucks replaced draught-horses as a 
means of road transport. From 1950, in agriculture, the horse 
was superseded by the tractor. The draught-horse was still 
greatly valued in forestry, especially in woods where access 
was difficult. Yet these days a stud-fain, in a hobby, rather 
than a commercial activity and year after year the draught-
horse stock dwindles. In 1989 no more than 500 foais were 
recorded in the stud-book. 
 
New Initiatives 
Luckily, a number of new initiatives have developed recently 
which aim to reinstate the Brabantine draught-horse. The 
public senses, as if by intuition, that without these efforts the 
draught-horse -once such a familiar picture - will disappear 
forever. One or two examples will serve to illustrate the new 
policy. 
In the Brabantine town of Lennik, one of the birth-places of the 
Brabantine draught-horse, the initiative has been taken to 
erect a four meter (12’) high, bronze draught-horse. This 
statue, which will stand in the center of the town, may with 
time develop into a tourist attraction, but it will also remind the 
visitor of the tremendously important role the draught-horse 
has played. 
Spurred on by several enthusiasts, the Association for the 
Promotion of the Belgian Draught-Horse was set up on 
November 12, 1990 This association, with Mr.. G, Geens, 
Minister President of the Government of Flanders, as its 
chairman, has set itself the task of reinstating the Belgian 
draught-horse. In the first instance, it is trying to achieve the 
color varieties of the draught-horse. The computer database, 

which contains information about all the draught-horses 
recorded in the Belgian Stud-Book, is of enormous importance 
here. All information relating to pedigrees and coat colors is 
centralized in the database. Using these data and bearing in 
mind the rules of genetic material, it is possible to stimulate 
the breeding of draught-horses with rare coat colors. 
To a large extent sponsorship by Flemish companies is being 
relied upon both for the erection of the statue in Lennik and for 
the breeding program relating to color variety. And with 
success! For companies recognize that by supporting these 
projects, they can strengthen their ties with the region of the 
Brabantine draught-horse, and at the same time contribute to 
creating a positive attitude towards this noble animal. But 
there is also great interest on the part of private individuals. 
There are numerous examples of individuals who choose to 
keep a draught-horse In their spare time rather than a 
warntlood horse. 
The appearance of the draught-horse in historic cavalcades 
and processions, at promotional events ton companies, at 
local annual fairs, tourist attractions, and so on. will ensure 
that, together with a small role in agriculture and forestry, the 
draught-horse will continue to have a job to do in the future. 
All these activities ensure that the Brabantine draught-horse 
does not fall into oblivion, but that a small piece of our “living 
heritage” will be preserved for future generations. 
Anyone to would like more information about these projects, 
should contact the (non-profit) Association for the Promotion 
of the Belgian Draught-Horse - Bergstraat 72, 1000 Brussels - 
Tel. (2)5124097- Fax: (2)5123667.

 
 
Mr. P. Visser is Coordinator of the Foundation for the Protection of Monuments and the Environment 
Prof. R. Piessens is Professor at the Catholic University of Leuven (KU Leuven) 
From Flanders – the Magazine of the Flemish Community #9 – 1991 
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INSIGHTS INTO THE HISTORY OF THE BELGIANS 
OF RED RIVER TOWNSHIP 

by John Henry Martens 
An insight into the history of the Belgian people who settled Red River township in 1855 and 1856 can be found in 

two letters written in the spring of 1865. Constant Martin, then clerk of that township was born in Grez Doiceau, Belgium and 
came to live in Red River in 1859. His letters to Edward Decks’ an Assistant Provost Marshal in charge of the Civil War 
drafting in Kewaunee County. tell of some of the difficulties facing the Belgians who were working for him in enforcing the 
laws. 

The Belgian immigrants of Kewaunee County livtng in Red River, Lincoln, and Casco townships have left little 
written history that can be found to document Their early years in this county. Wiio came and when can be found in the tiles of 
the court house under Declarations of Intent for citizenship and in the land records of Register of Deeds. Among some of the 
immigrants were men of exceptional talent, among those were Constant Martin and Constant Thlry who held the offices of 
clerk and chairman respectfully during the days of the Civil War. 

Both Martin and Thiry felt the pressure of an unpopular war as a Large number of their fellow immigrants, mostly 
young family men were drafted into the Union Army. 

Research into the records of The State Historical Society of Wsconsin reveals that despite Constant Martin’s appeal to 
clear Mr. Thirys name he was included ri a book used by the state to record a list of non-reporting drafted men and deserters. 

in 1866 Constant Martin was elected to the Wsconsin State Assembly and he remained living in Red River until 
1873. He then moved to Green Gay and remained there until his death which occurred in 1894. 

Constant Thiry remained in Red River and was a member of the local township government for over 25 years. Among 
his many accomplishments were that of a church officer and the leader of Thiry’s brass band The village of Thiry Daems was 
named in part for him and there he lived his later years, dying in 1903. 

The Belgians of Red River have a long list of men who served their full duty to the United States during the Civil War. 
They were: [Some of the names appear on other documents in the spelling given in (-)] 

 
BARBIAUX Felix Justinien FLAVION Adrien 
BOUCHER Etienne Joseph FRANCEE (FRONSEE) François 
BOUCHONVILLE Theodore Joseph GASPARD Alfred 
BOULANGER Henri Joseph HOEBRECKX Louis Joseph 
CESAR David JOSSART Ferdinand 
COLLIN(S) Jean Antoine LACOURT Charles Joseph 
DALEBROUX Michel LAMAL Andre 
DEBOUCHE Charles Felicien LARDINOIS François 
DECELLE Clement LECOQUE Leopold 
DECELLE Francois LEGLISE Desire 
DECREMER Jean Joseph LERAT Gustave 
DECREMER Pierre LOOZE Hubert 
DEKELVER William (Guillaume) MAUFORT Gabriel 
DEMAIN William (Guiliaume) Antoine PILLET Pierre 
DRAYE Peter (Pierre) ROSY Pierre 
FERON Jean Joseph VANDRESSE (VANDRIES) Charles 
 
 
Following are copies of two letters, written by Constant Martin, giving some idea of the role played by the Be/gians in the Red 
River area. These letters are copied in the way they were written at the time, in the English as spoken by first generation 
immigrants. 
 

Dyckesville March 20th, 1865 
E.Decker esq. 
 

Dear Sir, 
 

I am informed that there is a book to be printed in Green Bay containing the names of all the deserters of this district. 
I learned at the same time that the name of our chairman Constant Thiry is among those who did not report 

themselves alter the draft at the Provost Marshall’s office. 
This book of deserters will also contain the names of several “Non Residents” from our town, of which said Constant 

Thiry, in his report to the Board of Enrollment has given a list. 
We wish that all these errors may be corrected in time so that Red River should not be charged with more deserters 

than we really have. 
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It is a fact known by many persons that Constant Thiry has reported himself before said Board of Enrollment several 

times (as you know yourself). It is also true that Col. Bugh told him through Lemieux, that the evidence given in his claim for 
exemption was sufficient to have his name stricken from the list, although they did not deliver to him a certificate of discharge 

For the sake of having supported the government Constant Thiry has lost the friendship of many of his neighbors and 
countrymen, if he is now compelled to go in the army, as he is the sole support of his family the condition of his wife and 
children will be worst than the condition of any other families of this place as nobody will help them in any way. 

I may certify that at this time the life and property of said C. Thiry are really in danger; some have threaten to kill 
him. Some others to come during the night to set fire in his house and burn him alive with his family: the other day at the end 
of a divine service helded in the catholic church, a man tryed to raise a mob to beat or kill him, because he had added to the 
militia list of this town about 20 names which were never put on before. 

I suppose that J. Lemieux has spoken against Thiry to the Board of Enrollment. Otherwise he would have received a 
certificate of discharge that time he was there, unless his name should be printed on the list of deserters by mistake. 

On the other hand, Mr. Thiry was (with three others from this town illegally drafted) illegally and unjustly drafted for 
the reason I told you before 

Until this time, the Board of Enrollment had acted justly and faithfully toward everyone of us. Their deeds of fairness 
have been made known, everywhere among our acquaintances, consequently we could not be inclined to suppose that at this 
very time we devoted and our time and effort to help them with all ignorant people is trying to crush under their feet those 
commanding or rather advising them to obey the law? Is fine, we want to be supported by those we support. 

Hoping That you will make this all right. I remain yours very truly, 
  (signed) Constant Martin 
 
P.S. C. Thiry wants you if possib]e to get from the Board of Enrollment his certificate of discharge. 
 

Green Bay, April 6th, 1865 
 
E. Decker Escl. 
 

Dear Sir, 
 

I write you a few lines to let you know the names of the town officers elected on the 4th of April last. Constant Thiry 
was elected chairman. J.B. Joniaux and Charles Wery, supervisors, C. Martin clerk, and Pierre Muller treasure. 

In a few days I shall send you the names of justices and constables. The draft notices (except two) have been served 
by me in the town of Casco and Lincoln. 

Michel Bredael, a constable of our town took charge to serve the notices to the drafted men in Red River but one 
Joseph Valcq of that town having compelled said Bredael to take back his notice or that he would kill him (with an ax upleft 
over his head) on the spot. Bredael had but one choice to make, he ran away, and brought back the notice to me. Said Valcq 
having been advising other drafted men to do likewise with Bredael, he did not like to meet the danger. 

The next day Valcq went in Green Bay at the Provost Marshals office, told the Doctor a story that my brother had told 
him (Valcq) that my brother has given the Dr. $25! It seem that the Board believed said Valcq upon his word. The Dr. after 
having found about three or four weeks ago said Valcq fit to do military duty discharged him at once on account of physical 
dis. 

Today I brought back the notice I had given to Bredael and took him with me to the Provost Marshals office in order 
to make his complaint vs. said Valcq. 

I am very glad that I have not entirely exaperated all the Belgians in advising the drafted men to report themselves at 
the Provost Marshal office. 
If I had done so, my situation at this time would probably be a very bad one. 

Very happily the Belgians are not always inclined to forsake those having rendred them from light services upon 84 
votes cast for clerk C. Martin recd., 84. 

If hereafter, l am deceived on the opinion I have had of the Brd. of Enrollment- -since the time I have been acquainted 
with the officers, I shall have to take it again as a leson of experience in the knowledge of the man: but, perhaps, the time will 
come that the scholer will become a teacher himself in that branch of science. 

If you see Captain Merril some of these days please tell him freely all what you know about my character. It should be 
enough to convince him of the truth to show him the last letter I wrote you in regard of Thiry’s case but if he works under the 
instigations of some of our worst enemies let them go to the end. 
 Yours very truly, (signed) Constant Martin 
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My Trip to Belgium 
By Mary R. Brown 
 

For some reason that one day in fourth grade still stands 
out in my mind. “Today I’m going to tell you about a 
place that you will not even be able to find on a map. You 
will be able to get a rough idea of the area. I’m talking 
about if you find the country we now call Belgium. In the 
northern pan of Europe, it wasn’t very large. That place 
was called Flanders, and for a reason no one can really 
explain, it produced more artists than perhaps any other 
place in the world” Miss Bogart told us. 

What? An area in the real world that gave birth and 
inspiration to so many people of such ability and not even 
on the map? It sounded like On Just the thing to catch a 
youngster’s imagination. But can you imagine my 
embarrassment as tears filled my eyes when I started to tell 
this funny little story to Tonton, my new friend’s uncle, as 
he led me on a walkIng tour of Mechelen last month? 
What is it about this place that has so inspired artists and 
left such an impression on a young girl’s mind? lam still 
flying to find an answer. 

My first view of Belgium was during the Christmas 
season of 1970, one of the coldest winters in recent 
history. This was such a short visit that I remember little of 
the week other than a whirlwind of relatives of my hostess 
(your own Leen lnghels). a wonderful array of foods with a 
variety of beers, wines, and liquors building up to and 
leading away from each meal, and a leaky hot water bottle 
which surprised my toes as I snuggled into my featherbed 
one night. I saw just enough to really whet my appetite. 

Thus, I was more than ready to cap off a ten-day 
package tour of Germany, Switzerland, and Austria this 
spring with a two-week stay with Leen’s relatives in 
Flanders. 

One element of travel in Europe which never failed to 
surprise me is the proximity of everything. My sense of 
scale has been stretched and distorted during the 40 years I 
have lived in the American West. Try to imagine my 
surprise when one nights travel would bring us from 
Vienna, through Germany, all the way to Brussels. As we 
approached the German-Belgian border, Leen’s excitement 
sparked my own enthusiasm. 

It is surprising how quickly -- abruptly, in fact-- the 
character of a people and their treatment of the land can 
change. One notices even out the window of a speeding 
train. Whizzing through deep rail-road cuts, we noted a 
sudden increase in the amount of lifter, evidence of the 
greater degree of free-thinking among the Belgians, I was 
told. As we hurtled past prosperous looking country homes 
with well-kept, cobbled barnyards, we saw imposing 
manure piles stacked, waiting to be carried to the fields 
where spring activities were just getting under way. These 
people keep their animals in under shelter all winter long It 
would appear That tami families still live in very close 
proximity to their animals. The well-being of mw’ and 
beast are of one piece of cloth. 

Sometimes I am reluctant to trade the security of 
incognito travel for face to face meeting with strangers. In 
this next phase of our journey, however, there were to be 
no strangers. We were met at the station by Leen’s nephew 
(in law) Main and daughters Julie and Sarah with kisses 
one-two-three, and straightforward handshakes, then 

hustled home to Tervuren like VIP’s. 
Home was just one more of the shoulder-to-shoulder 

row houses which line the streets of Brussels, no two of 
which are exactly alike, yet none outstanding for any detail 
other than a slightly different ornamentation of brick work, 
wrought iron or a distinctive pattern of Belgian lace curtain 
in the window to ensure privacy within. How can people 
live in a structure so narrow and so high? 

The joke was on me, for within I had my first lesson in 
living, not by feet, yards, or miles as we do in the 
American West, but rather by centimeters. After meeting 
teen’s niece Hannelore and young son Jerome with more 
hugs and kisses, one-two-three, I had a chance to look 
around. These people really know how to use the space 
allotted to them, use it wisely and beautifully. The floor 
plan was efficient, charming, comfortable, and I am sure 
unique in its decorative treatment. Every wooden surface 
had been lovingly sanded down to expose its natural 
beauty, without benefit of a stripper. This is a labor of 
love, evidence of something I am going to note over and 
over again, not only in Belgium but throughout Europe: 
these people build things to last, and no detail is to be 
neglected. - And of course we had to have breakfast. Since 
this was Sunday, the children had Aclairs as well as 
craquelin and the usual unbelievable array of breads, 
cheeses and cold cuts. various fresh fruits and juice, and 
excellent coffee. This is the life! 

We had a few minutes to get settled into the bedrooms 
which would be ours for a week as family members quietly 
shifted and doubled up to make us comfortable. Then 
lunch -- enormous grapes, braised chicons, scalloped 
potatoes and lovely strips of loin of lamb served with an 
excellent wine. This is lunch? This is the life! 

And now our hosts, the Vleminckxs, had organized a 
family reunion of many of the brothers and sisters, the 
children of teen’s brother Jan. The feeling was festive, and 
although Tante Leentje was the guest of honor and center 
of most of the conversation, the focus was on the children 
Is it just in this family, or are children of the greatest 
importance to Belgians? Three ample tarts, coffee, more 
wine, and eventually a supper of sandwiches were served 
up to the gathering. 

Heading off to bed, I hoped I would be able to last the 
night without having to go down to the first floor bathroom 

Hannelore made certain that each day offered special 
events, visits to family, or sightseeing. I felt very flattered 
to be included and accepted in all of these occasions. This 
was far beyond the typical tourist experience. An Eastern 
Oregon ranch girl, I was impressed with the urban quality 
of Brussels, a city among the cities of the world, capital of 
the European Union, headquarters to NATO, home to 
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so many important corporations, center of so many 
philanthropic organizations, monument to so much of the 
history of the western world, but it was the houses that 
impressed me the most- So many people living in such 
little space. But all so old. These people really built to 
make things last! 

My lesson in art history was just beginning. 
If I were a proper tourist, would list the ancient cathedrals 
and castles I saw, perhaps even be able to give dates for 
the construction, destruction, and rebuilding of each. To 
tell the truth, this small area, called the County of Flanders 
on my map, contains so many relics that they are a blur. 
My only clue as to which is which is the personal contact 
associated with each. Let me share just a few random, 
mostly personal, reminiscences. 

One of the most vivid and touching of our excursions 
was to visit a family member in a nursing home. I can tell 
you that growing old and infirm is the same the world 
around, people suffer the same discomforts, are troubled 
by the same bugaboos. have the same desires for attention. 
The same kind of caring women make this their work and 
go about doing it cheerfully. There is still nothing like a 
visit from a loved daughter. Belgian chocolate tastes 
wonderful, even in the toothless mouth. It meant so much 
to me to see this. 

However, I must get on with my lessons in art history. 
I sat in on a pleasing reaffirmation of friendship 

between Leen and her sister-in law, a conversation in 
French, so I was able to follow some of it; and as so often 
happened, Ginette (Pierre’s sister) made a real effort to 
speak English in my presence so that I would not be left 
out. I was astonished to learn that crime happens in 
Brussels as well as New York and Los Angeles. This 
woman had been forced to change neighborhoods after 
being robbed four times, her home completely stripped, 
twice. This did surprise me. 

And now, art history. 
On our second morning in Belgium, after I had 

showered the entire bathroom with a wayward shower 
hose in the curtainless bathtub, we went adventuring. A 
short drive northwest of Brussels brought us within view 
of the three towers of Ghent. My ~aip crawled as I drew 
cLoser to antiquity. On this Tuesday in late March, the sky 
was doing its typical Belgian thing gray clouds threatened 
overhead; and as we drew alongside the Leie and the 
Scheldt rivers in the city, these clouds were reflected in the 
cold, smooth water. Although the wind was sharp, I was 
glad to be there at that time of year. for it appeared that the 
other people at the Normandy pancake house in the 
Donkersteeg, where we ate gritty crêpes tilled with spinach 
and mushrooms (and sand), were locals, not tourists like 
myself. After lunch, we enjoyed a quiet visit and a cup of 
coffee in the back room of the weaving shop owned by 
Hildegard, another of teen’s nieces. We laughed with her 
tall sons about their visit to our ranch, 17 years ago when 
they were small boys of 10 and 12 years old and how they 
nearly fell off our old mare. We made plans to visit their 
home in the polders. 

Every child who has read Hans Brinker and the Silver 
Skates has been intrigued with the mental image of 
building your home under the sea. Come on! But I saw 
this home with my own eyes and caught it with my 
camera. Another labor of love, involving parents and four 
sons as they remodeled and built on an old, old house out 
there on the lowlands, under that gray sky. These honest, 
solid, low-profile houses seem to grow out of the moist 
earth. So appealing, but I can imagine that after a long 
winter, they can seem rather dismal. One would have to 
weave, play the guitar or piano, work with wood as they do 
to make it through til spring I also saw my first windmill 
out there. 

On the evening of this same day I was lucky enough to 
attend a potluck for Lean’s sister Kiki, home from 
Australia for a visit. This proved to be an outstanding 
potluck, American in concept, but quite Belgian in its 
offering of tine beer, poured by Marius who learned his 
excellent English at our own Eastern Oregon State 
College, where he graduated with a degree in Theater ... 
more of those outstanding cheeses, unsalted butter, breads, 
salmon pate, chicken in various forms, brown sugar torte, 
and other dishes too numerous to mention. Kiki has owned 
a restaurant out here in Assenede, These people really 
know about food, how to prepare it, how to enjoy it. But of 
course the real purpose of the evening was to reunite three 
of the last tour siblings de Boevé who had not had the 
opportunity to visit together for a long time, 

On another blustery day we by-passed Ghent and 
drove on to Brugge where we went on a walking tour with 
an English-speaking guide whom Hannelore had lined up 
for us . He overwhelmed us with information --names, 
dates, details. At the Cathedral I was most impressed with 
the venerable statue of Jesus, dating from the 11th century, 
his knees worn smooth by the hands of supplicants over 
the centuries, and the strong Romanesque stone work 
which still shows through the Renaissance refinements. 
We were shown guild halls, houses of iustice, both secular 
and ecclesiastical, impressive. More vivid in my memory 
are the two pommes frites wagons out in the big cobbled 
square, smelling so wonderfully of fresh simmering kidney 
fat. It must be wonderful to eat them from a paper cone 
and watch the good-looking carriage horses trot by on a 
pleasant day. Unfortunately this was not a pleasant day. 

Fortunately, our guide had to leave us at 1:00, and we 
were free to take a shod-cut through the Beguinage where 
the entire court yard was filled with daffodils just one 
sunny day from being in full bloom and where we admired 
the beautiful music of a blackbird serenading his sweety. 
Cold through and through , we bee-lined for a most 
inviting restaurant to be revived by a cup of mulled wine 
and a huge pot of steamed mussels -- one pot for each of 
us, that is -- pommes frites, white wine, and fruit tarts with 
ice cream and whipped cream. 

 
 
(to be continued) 
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NORTHWEST CORNER 
by Hans Michael Vermeersch 

 
This issue of Belgian Laces is the last you will 

receive before this year’s Northwest Belgian Bar-B-Que 
Bash. So it’s not too early to begin planning. The date is 
set for Sunday, July 21st. Don and Peaul Van Den Heede 
have again offered their ranch in Boring, Oregon. This 
year promises to be an even bigger get-together. We hope 
that two Belgian Consuls will be able to attend this time : 
Mr. Herman from Portland and Mr. Masnic from Seattle. 
In addition we are also expecting a large group (as many as 
30!) from the Tacoma area who recently made contact with 
our Belgian Researchers. 

To be sure, this event is not a moneymaker. But 
we do indeed need to cover our costs. This year we are 
considering a sliding scale participation from all 
participants. Something like this: 

Members: Adults ($2- $4), 
Children (free - $2) 

Non-Members: Adults ($3 - $5) 
Children ($ 1 - $3) 

 

Let us know what you think. The most important point is 
that everybody knows that ALL are welcome. There 
shouldn’t be a financial burden on anyone, and recent 
lottery winners are encouraged to give generouslyl A 
tremendous help last year (along with the generosity of 
Don and Pearl) were certain food donations. Dennis Paye 
supplied the sausages and even came up with a keg of 
beer! In addition, we were able to sell Belgian pins and 
bumper stickers and Marleen Looyens donated those 
fabulous handmade windsocks. As I write this, the Black, 
Gold and Red is flying behind my parents RV as they 
make their way back to Oregon from their Winter digs in 
Arizona. 

Don’t forget. Such events don’t plan themselves, 
we need your input and your feedback. We would like to 
send out persona] invitations soon, but first we have to 
hea, from you. Give me a call (503 282-7826) but it it’s 
busy, I’m probably on the computer. Do call back! (or you 
can e.mail me at hanu@teleport.com)
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THE FAIR OF LIBRAMONT 
By Leen Inghels – Based on articles in Wallonie-Bruxelles – 

magazine of the Francophone Community of Belgium 
 

Libramont, situated in the heart of the Ardennes, is a little town 
of a few thousand inhabitants. At its yearly fair which takes place 
on the last weekend of July, Libramont showcases the know-how 
of agriculture and forestry. On a 50 acres plain, over 500 farmers 
and foresters meet around 130,000 visitors during the four day 
event. The visitors discover and admire new farming equipment, 
discuss the latest developments in technology, reflect upon the 

future of the land and its trades, appreciate the progress in the breeding of equine and bovine races. 
The Fair of Libramont is an international fair. it attracts visitors and exhibitors from abroad. Located 40 Km. (25 miles) 

from the borders of France and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg , and only 100 Km (62 miles) from the borders of Germany 
and The Netherlands, the organizers of the fair have established a tight net of relations with the county fairs in the surrounding 
countries. 

Since 1983, several foreign regions have been teatured at the Libramont fair: Westphalia (Germany) Bretagne and France, 
Minho (Portugal), Galicia (Spain), the Swiss Jura region the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Hungary and Austria. The honored 
guest for 1996 will be Sweden, which ironically is the most important breeder of the famous Ardennes Draught horse todayl 

The main reason for the many visitors at the Libramont fair from France, Mexico and China, to mention but a few, is found 
in just three small Initials BBB for Blanc-Bleu Belge or White-Blue Belgian, a bovine of uncanny size, a bovine of uncanny 
size, a natural mountain of meat, developed on Walloon soil! 

Libramont has become the rural cross roads for reflection, extension services, popularization and encouragement. Each year 
it chooses another theme for its fair. In 1995 for instance It was purely agriculture, with a special appeal to the gustatory sense 
flavor and tradition. It offered the opportunity to present innumerable gourmet products, born of the Walloon territory: meats 
and ‘charcuterie’ (cold cuts), beer, traditional farmers breads, poultry, fruits, but also escargots (snails) and foie gras (goose 
liver). There was a whole patrimoine of gourmet delights which conquered the consumer-visitor, eager to experience 
authenticity. The theme for 1996 will be the status of the breeding of the Ardennes Draught Horse throughout the world. 

A special appeal of the Libramont Fair is the fad that it is not a “salon”, not a manifestation out of step with its time and its 
environment, but a truly rural get-together and that the presentations of the lifestock are held outdoors. 

Friday is usually devoted to competitions and championships for dairy cows. On Saturday all eyes are turned to meat 
production where the BBB, the Blanc-Bleu Beige is the king of the day. On Sunday the fair grounds are filled with the 
whinnying of a thousand horses as this day is consecrated to the fair’s initial raison d-étre’ - its original justification : the 
Ardennes Draught Horse. Hundreds of ‘Ardennes’ and Sports Belge’ in tip-top shape will parade in front of the jury, while the 
throng of visitors will meander through the exhibits of harvesters, stare in awe at the size of tractor tires, intimidated by the 
obvious power of the forestry dislodgers and other logging equipment. Elegant team harnesses will delight the public and 
announce the renaissance of the Ardennes Draught Horse. Monday marks the day for the draught horse competitions, with oral 
obedience-, endurance-, power- and agility tests Man and horse in a quasi amorous relationship, used to common efforts and 
hard labor in the depths of the forests of the Ardennes are sure to delight the public again, as they do every year. 

The forest is the star of the Fair on an odd-year basis. Sylviculture and agriculture are then presented with elual emphasis. 
On those years the Fair will last an extra day with demonstrations in the forests on Tuesday. State of the art equipment and 
procedures will be demonstrated. This unique event in Belgium attracts thousands of international wood industry professionals 

The Librarnont Fair facilitates the entrace between rural and urban ideals and as such is a true continuation of the Medieval 
fairs, of which she justly claims to be a proud descendant. 

But what is this BBB , you’re sure to ask. In the December 
1995 Wallonie / Bruxelles. magazine of the Francophone 
Community of Belgium, the same issue where I found the 
Information about the Libramont fair. there is a whole description 
of the breeding of this extraordinaty specimen of the bovine 
family Under the title : MONSIEUR MUSCLE AUX CHAMPS  
(Mister Muscle in the Fields)  they explain: He is white, he is 
blue, he is Belgian 

 
The article was quite stunning and amusing at the same time. 

It concerns the lineage B.B.B. - Blanc-Bleu Beige, White-Blue 
Belgian, a bovine with a super -rounded silhouette, revealing 
considerable muscle formations all over its body but especially in the hindquarters This surprising roundness hides the most 
tender and leanest meat and makes the enw of butchers or consumers alike. Its amazing qualities are purely genetic which 
provided the animal with very fine muscle membranes and fibers, resulting in the extra ordinary tenderness of the meat. 

The BBB is not a new comor to the bovine trade. It knows a long history, rooted in the beginnings of this century in the 
lineage of the Middle and High Belgian bovine lineage.  The cattle was used in these regions for their dairy capacities as well 
as for meat, and on smaller farms also as a draught animal.  Throughout the years this strain caught the eye of the meat traders, 
because these animals produce not only a large quantity but especially a very high quality lean meat. With the increased 
affluence of the consumer market and the increased demand for 
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tender, lean meat, selective breeding of the ‘Belgian” was the logical answer. With the popularization of artificial insemination 
and developments in veterinary sciences (anti-biotics allowing eventually multiple cesareans) selective breeding produced 
Gédéon in 1955, the first BBB bull worthy of that name.  However, it was not until his great-grandsons Ganache and Vasseur 
(1961), who are clearly more muscled than their great-grandpa, that the procedure is generalized and the artificial insemination 
became available all over the world. The position of the Belgian Blue cattle breed throughout the world has strenghtened over 
the years. In the USA the American Belgian Blue Association (ABBA) publishes a quarterly bulletin (*). The breeders are 
stressing the fact that the secret in development of the 868 is purely genetic, no artificial means, nor hormones have beer, used. 
The principal agent of the muscular hypertrophy is the gene MH. The Genetics Laboratory of the University of Liege that 
Isolated the gene, has discovered on which chromosome this gene is located and guided the development of the lineage. 

In the literature promoting the new lineage the product is described as follows 
 

A new type of animal, allying a major muscular development in shoulder, neck, back, hips and rear-end, with a large frame, 
strong bone structure, harmonious lines with rounded ribs and protruding rump, hidden hips and detached tail (Wallonie 
Bruxelles) 

 
In Europe with its many languages and individual cultural characteristics the animal has received several names: for 

example - besides its official BBS (Blanc-Bleu Belge) the French call it Le Viandeux (the meaty one). But they prefer the more 
down to earth denomination le culard (not very reverend, when you know that “cul” = a..), and in Flanders it is known as “de 
dik-bil” (the thick-thigh)and in England its called Royal Blue (well, of course ... noblesse oblige!) and in the US , according to 
MN. in WallonieBn,xelles, this bovine is known under the very revealing name : Blue Dollar (after all we ARE a capitalistic 
culture....). In the quarterly from ABBA however, the BBB is referred to as The Belgian Blue. 
The objective of raising these giants, these mountains of meat is obviously to increase the quantity and quality of the meat, 
which goes at the expense of the dairy production. The function of the cow is therefore limited to giving birth and feeding its 
calf. These enormous animals have the astonishing ratio of meat to fat of 80% (about 70% of pure muscle) and in comparison 
to “normal” cattle they produce 26% more meat in the hindquarters and an extra 55 % in the front quarters. A new born calf 
weighs between 80 and 100 pounds; a bull will reach 1430 pounds by the time he is 15- l8 rnonth old to weigh between 2420 
and 2860 pounds at maturity. 

During my recent visit to Belgium, I had the big surprise to see some of these 
white/ blue giants in a field in Brabant. All I can add to these statistics it that they are 
an awesome sight to behold! 

But then Belgium has more surprises in its agricultural realm : in Piétrain, a little 
village located between Brussels and Liège a pig was developed which was officially 
recognized as Le Piétrain in 1956. 

The boar Pietrain is universally recognized as the boar per excellence. His 
exceptional conformance is unequalled in the trade : 83% of meat, which also earned 
him the nick name: pig with four hams! This strain can be crossed with any other type 
of sow (**). 

Well, so far my agricultural and lifestock explorations for the month! It was a very interesting expedition through the 
literature of an area of which I knew very little if not close to nothing! I want to thank Mr. Jozef Van Mullem, Agricultural 
Attaché at the Belgian Embassy in Washington, DC. for the material he sent me about the ABBA breeders in the United States, 
frorn which I drew the extra information needed to complement what I had found in the magazine Wallonie-BruxelIes. 
 
(*) American Belgian-Blue journal – Official publication of the American Belgian Blue Association (ABBA) PO Box 307 

Sulpher Springs, TX 75483 
(**) Since 1989, the Association Régionale pour la Promotion du Porc (ARPP) facilitate the exchange of sire boars from heir 

region with hog breeders abroad.  Interested? Contact ARPP –Rue Longue 247 B-1370 Pietrain, Belgium Tel. 32-10/81 14 
66; Fax 32-10/81 44 65 

Photographs:  
Mark MacDonald, Charlottetown, P.E. Canada  
Lazy B Farms Inc., David & Nancy Bonewell, Van Buren, AR  
SORREL, Germany, Phone: 01149-7163-90 99 00, email: kaercher.sorrel@t-online.de 
http://www.ansi.okstate.edu/ 
(revised from original 1/12/05) 
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The Wisconsin Corner Area News 
By Mary Ann Defnet 

 

Despite a tornado watch, some brave members of the Peninsula Belgian-American Club attended the first meeting of the year 
on April 18. Plans are finalized for the trip to Belgium, May 13- 30. Thirteen members will make the journey.  Genealogically 
speaking, your columnist was very busy during the winter responding to queries about Belgian ancestors from correspondants 
in Belgium, as well as from Tennessee, Michigan, Arkansas, Montana, Minnesota and points beyond. A day-long presentation 
on the country of Belgium and its custocustoms was given to Green Bay grade-school children on Friday, April 26, included 
were hands-on demonstrations, paper flag making and question and answer periods.   
 

Declaration of Intention - Brown County - Wisconsin (continued) 
This is the third in a series of lists of persons from Belgium who declared their intention to become citizens of the United 
States. The lists were extracted from original declarations on file in the archives of the Area Research Center, University of 
Wisconsin/Green Bay. Names are given as they appear, with corrections (if known) made in parenthesis. 
 
NAME     Birth year Port  Arrival  Declaration 
ENOCQ, Francois Joseph   1814  New York Jul 1855  7 Aug1855 
ERALEY (HERALY) Ch. J  1809  NY  Oct 1855 5 Dec 1855 
ERDNERD (?) Charles   1816  Green Bay Jun 1855 25 Jun 1855 
ETIENNE Pierre    1820  NY  Sep 1855 9 Oct 1855 
ETRENGERS Alphonse   1828  Green Bay Jun 1855 25 Jun 1855 
FERONT Francois   1806  NY  Sep 1854 29 Sep 1855 
FONTAINE JR.    1803  NY  Apr 1855 10 May 1855 
FRANCART D.J.   1815  NY  May 1855 27 Jun 1855 
POSSARAT (?) Francois   1826  NY  Jul 1854  13 Jul 1855 
FRANKLEN Alexander C.  1801  NY  Aug 1855 8 Oct 1855 
FRIST (FRISOUE)   1821  NY  Aug 1856 9 Oct 1855 
GAROT     1813  New Orleans Jun 1855 6 Jul 1855 
GASPARD L.J.    1791  NY  Oct 1855 25 Oct 1855 
G---- H Antoine Jos.   1814  NY  Sep 1855 15 Oct 1855 
GAUTHIER Hubert   1821  NY  Jun 1855 30 Jun 1855 
GAUTHIER (GAUTHY) Charles  1826  NY  Jun 1855 30 Jun 1855 
HENQUINNET Guillaume  1849  NY  Jul 1855  16 Jul 1855 
GODIN Henri Joseph   1815  NY  Aug 1855 27 Aug 1855 
GRUSELLE L.J    1809  NY  Oct 1855 25 Oct 1855 
GUILLAUME Gilain Jean   1822  Boston  Jun 1855 5 Jul 1855 
HALLOIN Joseph   1832  NY  Sep 1855 15 Oct 1855 
HANNON J.B.    1819  NY  Jul 1855  l6 Jul 1855 
HAUTCOURTE Jean Baptiste  1816  NY  Sep 1855 12 Oct1855 
HENQUINET Jean Joseph   1829  NY  May 1855 1 Oct 1855 
HERALY PN.    1797  NY  Sep 1855 4 Oct 1855 
HERALY JC.    1809  NY  Sep 1855 1 Oct 1855 
HONEAU (?)    1807  Green Bay Jun 1855 26 Jun 1855 
JANNEE Charles    1830  NY  Oct 1855 26 Nov1855 
JOHNAY (JONET) Francis  1802  NY  Sep 1855 6 Oct 1855 
JOHNAY (JONET) Nicolas  1802  NY  Sep 1855 6 Oct 1855 
JONNIAUX Henri J.   1822  Boston  Jul 1855  14 Jul 1855 
JOSSART Pierre Joseph   1797  NY  Sep 1855 5 Oct 1855 
JANE (?) Lewis    1813  NY  Aug 1855 3 Sep 1855 
LABBEE Henri    1797  NY  Jun 1855 5 Jul 1855 
LABACEE Jean Baptiste   1799  NY  Jul 1855  17Jul 1855 
LACOURT Jean Joseph   1810  Green Bay Jul 1855  25 Jun 1855 
LECUT John Joseph   1832  Green Bay Jun1855  25 Jun 1855 
LACOURT E J    1813  NY  Dec 1855 31 Dec 1855 
LAMBERT J.J.    1823  NY  Jul 1855  25 Sep 1855 
LARDINOIS F.    1834  NY  Apr 1855 19 May 1855 
L.. (unreadable) John F. L.   1827  NY  Oct 1855 21 Nov 1855 
LAGREVE Jean Michel   1801  NY  Oct 1855 21 Nov 1855 
LEFEBVRE Charles Antoine  1830  NY  Aug 1855 21 Dec 1855 
LEFEBVRE Francois     NY  Aug 1855 21 Dec 1855 
LEMENSE Louis Joseph   1822  NY  Jul 1855  26 Sep 1855 
LEMENSE F. J.    1818  NY  Apr 1855 10 May1855 
LESSY (FERRY) Paul   1818  NY  Sep 1855 29 Sep 1855 
LETELLIERF.    1830  NY  Sep 1855 6 Oct 1855 
LEVEQUE Louis    1825  NY  Jul 1855  26 Sep 1855 
LOST Charles    1827  Mackinac May 1855 17 Sep 1855 
LIBERT Joseph    1829  NY  Jun 1855 27 Jun1855 
LIBOTTON E.    1808  NY  Sep 1855 3 Oct 1855 
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L (unreadable) Joseph Prosper  1825  NY  Sep 1855 3 Oct 1855 
LOOZE JB.    1833  NY  Jul 1855  13Jul 1855 
LORGEJean Joseph   1823  NY  Jul 1855  26 Sep 1855 
MAINSART (MINSART) F.J.  1819  NY  Aug 1855 29 Aug 1855 
MARCELLE JJ    1806  NY  Jul 1855  7 Aug 1855 
MARTIN Francois   1820  NY  Sep 1855 3 Oct 1855 
MARTEUX Frances   1823  NY  Sep 1855 6 Oct 1855 
  

(To be continued). - Note that dates may not be exact as immigrants often did not remember their exact dates of arrival 
 
The following article written by Father Karel Denys is taken from the only Flemish newspaper in the United States ‘Gazette 
van Detroit’  May25, 1995. 
 

John McCrae: Author of “In Flanders Fields” 
by Karel Denys, editor,  Gazette van Detroit 

 
It was 80 years ago, on May 3rd, 1915, that John McCrae 
wrote his immortal poem That made the poppies of 
Flanders Fields famous. Dr John McCrae, a native of 
Guelph, Ontario, enlisted as a medical officer in the first 
Canadian contingent in 1914. When the Germans started a 
new offensive, the second Battle of Ieper. Belgium in the 
spring of 1915, McCrae was working in his aid post near 
the bank of the Ieperlee (or Ieper Canal), at Boezinge, 
about a mile and a half north of Ieper. 
There was heavy artillery on Sunday May 2nd. Lieutenant 
Alexis Helmer was deadly wounded. After sunset, his 
comrades buried him. McCrae, deeply moved, recited 
some passages from the Anglican Order of Burial of the 
Dead by heart. This all happened in complete darkness. 
After the burial McCrae returned with Captain Cosgrave to 
the frontline. 
Relieved at 7:30 am, on Monday morning, May 3rd, 
McCrae was seen by orderly officer Allinson as he was 
seated on the real- of an ambulance staring at Helmers 
grave and writing his poem. He read it to Allinson, who 
tried to memorize it. 
On June 1,1915 McCrae was transferred to No. 3 Canadian 
General Hospital at Dannes-Camiers near Boulogne in 
French Flanders. During his free time, he put the final 
touches to his poem. First he mailed it to The Spectator in 
London, but the redaction refused to publish it. Then he 
sent it anonymously to the weekly Punch, which published 
ton December 8, 1915. In no time “In Flanders Fields” 
became popular among the soldiers, who copied and 
memorized it and sent copies to their families. Literary 
reviews, published after the war, called it ‘the supreme 
lyric of the world war probably the most famous poem of 
the First World War, and ‘the best known of all Canadian 
poems’. 
McCrae did not live to see the end of WWI. Appointed 
consulting surgeon of the First British Army on January 
24, 1918, McCrae had to be confined to bed immediately 
because of a serious cold. His condition was aggravated 
because of the asthma he had since he was young, and a 
lung infection resulting from the chlorine gas used by the 
Germans since April 1915. 
On January 25, McCrae was transferred to No. 14 British 

General Hospital for Officers at Wimereux near Boulogne. 
Two days later, the doctors diagnosed a cerebral 
hemorrage. It is said that on the third day of his stay in the 
hospital, they took him in a wheelchair to the balcony of 
the hospital from where he could look at the white cliffs of 
Dover in England. He turned his head to his doctor and 
said: “Tell them this: ‘if ye break faith with us who die, we 
shall not sleep’ 
Those may have been his last words because that evening, 
January 28, he became unconscious and died. The next day 
John McCrae’s mortal remains were buried with military 
honors in the cemetery of Wimereux, where his tombstone 
may still be seen today. 
A memorial stone at the Essex Farm Military Cemetery in 
Belgium (on the Diksmuidseweg leading from Ieper to 
Boezinge) reminds the visitors of the spot where John 
McCrae wrote his poem, while in the Ypres Salient 
Museum there is a showcase with photos and documents 
devoted to him. Ten years ago, on November 15, 1985 the 
provincial government of West Flanders placed a 
memorial stone with the inscription John McCrae - In 
Flanders Fields, along the highway at the edge of the Essex 
Fern, Military Cemetery. 
Three years ago, the Flemish author Herwig Verleyen 
wrote an interesting book In Flanders Fields. In it he gives 
a biography of John McCrae, the genesis of the poem and 
the poppy symbolism, as well as the reply-poems of P.W. 
Lillard and Moina Michael, and the translation of the poem 
Red Poppies on Monte Cassino written by F. Konarski, a 
Polish soldier who fought in the Battle of Monte Cassino, 
Italy, in the spring of 1944. 
In a separate chapter Verleyen gives an overview of 
Flemish translations of McCrae’s poem, some literal some 
rather free, or Flemish poems inspired by it. Among the 
authors whose poems he reproduces or quotes, we find 
AG. Christiaens, Bert Decorte, Karel Jonckheere, Eugene 
Mattelaer, Anton van Wilderode, Jan Vercammen and 
Mark Dejonckheere. He ends that chapter with a quotation 
from Flanders Fields, a poem in English, by Leon 
Meersseman (a fellow Belgian from Leamington, Ontario), 
from his collection Als ik droom (1988).
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From & To 
From Joan E. Kling Lambert (Livonia, Ml) - I’m greatly 
impressed with your attractive newsletter, Belgian Laces, 
plus your informative letter. Being a genealogist, I see a 
number of written material and you should be quite proud of 
your artistic correspondence. (Thank you, for the compliment 
Joan. As for your suggestion to print a map of Belgium: we 
have printed one before, but it’s a good idea to repeat this 
because of our steadily increasing membership. Look for it 
elsewhere in this issue!) 
 
From Clara Tweelinckx (Alameda CA.) On September 
16,1995 I joined the Sea World group in Chicago to board a 
Sabena flight to Brussels Belgium. Bonnie Newman was the 
very excellent tour director. The itinerary planned for 
Belgium was perfect and I wished I could have joined the 
group! but my purpose in going was to visit my many 
cousins in and around Edegem and to once again place 
flowers on my mother’s grave, which is in the beautiful 
cemetery located in the adjoining grounds ot the Basilica of 
Our Lady of Lourdes. For some geological reason, in this 
very flat landscape there is an outcropping of granite 
boulders in Edegem forming a natural grotto whioh they say 
is similar to the famous grotto in Lourdes, France. From 
there the name of the Basilica Edegem is near the southern 
perimeter of Antwerp. one of the many suburbs which were 
once small towns within walking distance of one another, 
when people thought nothing of long walks. Wilrijk, Hove, 
Kontich, Huffel, Berchem, Moortsel, Brasschaat, to name 
but a few! together form greater Antwerp. - Edegem is a 
rather upscale suburb with many beautiful homes, gardens, 
hedges and trees which the moist climate of Belgium so 
easily encourages. I’m from California, rementer, so all that 
green really impresses me. There are also old and new 
neighborhoods with 2 & 3 story town houses, normal to 
cities. I don’t recall seeing any high rises. But I there are two 
marvelous bakeries and yes, a supermarket. Perhaps not 
Lucky or Safeway but they have most everything and a most 
impressive meat department. A visit to Belgium always 
leaves pleasant memories: a small country, densely 
populated, yet seemingly not crowded and presenting a 
comfortable atmosphere. 
 
TO Yvonne Persyn (San Antonio,TX) we are very sorry to 
read about your health problems and your stay in the 
hospital, Yvonne - We hope that you continue on the road to 
recovery and wish you all the best!. 
 
From Yvonne Persyn: I do so enjoy Belgian Laces. Our 
local Belgian Club with our Flemish Folk Dancers taking 
charge are planing a tour of Belgium and neighboring 
countries in October 1906. Our dancers were in Belgium on 
a “dance tour” in 1986. So some of them wanted to relive the 
tour again, but the 1996 tour will be bigger and is open to all 
Club members. I hope I can make the trip. By the way I 
would like to repeat my earlier request tor Belgian Club 
histories in English. I would like to buy them. 
 
From Shirley M. Johnson (Silver Springs, FL): I am 
enclosing an abbreviated copy of my genealogy for the 
growing library holdings of the Belgian Researchers, in the 
hope that others researching their families may benefit from 
these pages of information.  I have received tremendous 
assistance from fellow-member Michel Bury (Belgium) who 
has tirelessly searched records for my forbears in Belgium. 
Without his help, my research could scarcely have gone 
beyond the names of my great great grandparents. I love 
Belgian Laces and continue to look forward to every 

precious issue. Many thanks to a wonderful publication. 
 
From John & Joan Ureel (Bloomfield Hills, Ml): 
after countless hours of searching, writing letters, copying 
data and many, many phone calls to relatives, we are proud 
to submit nine generations of the Ureel family. With the help 
of relatives in the USA and after corresponding with new-
found cousins in Belgium, we have doubled our data! We 
discovered a direct line of descendants on the Leurldan side. 
We went to Brugge. Belgium with a list of five generations 
and came up with five more and they thought they knew the 
sixth, making it eleven! We are still working the fill in the 
gaps but now have a direct line to 1680 on the Leuridan side 
Thanks for listening to our truly exciting tale ! Thought you 
would like to know just how “BEING BELGIAN IS 
BEAUTIFUL”. Thanks to you two for sharing yow success 
sto,y Mth us. I took the liberty to edit out the highlights! 
 
From Kathleen Race, (Batavia NY): Thank you for the 
printouts of the Social Security Death Index for the name 
Hottois. They contained some other names recognize and 
with birth and death dates I can now pursue my research As 
tar as I have been able to learn, the Hottois family came to 
the USA from the province of Luxembourg, Belgium, 
around 1650, settled first in the Sheldon, NY area. By 1880 
some of the family had moved to the Cleveland, Ohio area. I 
think that from those two locations the descendants have 
spread through the United States. PS: I’m really enjoying 
Belgian Laces! 
 
From Charlene Lorch (Menomonee Falls WI): I made a 
copy of the last issue of Belgian Laces (the one with the 
article about Larnbic) and took it to a store owner in my 
neighborhood who sells several kinds of Belgian beer. He 
was unfamiliar with this particular variety. I purchased a 
bottle each (to try) of Blanche de Bruges (bottled in Brugge), 
Rodenbach Grand Cry Belgian Red Ale (bottled in 
Roeselaere) and some really great stuff called DELIRIUM 
TREMENS Belgian Ale (brewed in Ghent). I am not a beer 
drinker, but the minute I got home I had to try this Delirium 
Tremens (I cannot believe the name!!, so I took out a wine 
glass, and poor this wonderful beer, which tastes smoky and 
fruity. That was about a half hour ago and it is just now 
hitting me. Wonderful stuff !! - The store owner is looking 
for ‘Belgian Sugar” (?) “as that would make the beer taste 
better. Can anyone help him? David Michael Ratkowski The 
Market Basket - 14835 Lisbon Road Brookfield, WI 53005. 
 
From Jeanne Reince Koller (Nisswa, MN) How about 
printing the words and the piano accompaniment to the 
Belgian National Anthem and other patriotic songs of 
Belgium?  Belgians love to sing you know!! 
Right, Jeanne, I will try to locate the requested materiel and 
will print it as soon as I have found a readable copy. It 
might be difficult to find a musical score clear enough to 
print in Laces, but eventually I will send It to you. 
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ARCHEOLOGICAL DIGS 
in BELGIUM 

 
Sclayn (excavations July 1996, 1997), Excavations will take 
place at Sclayn, a Paleolithic cave site, during the next two 
summers. Artifacts Iron, the cave are on view at the site 
museum.  
Getting there: By train, take the Namur-Liege line to the 
village of Sclaigneaux. From the main road, climb up the bill 
to the site, located on the right The site is open Monday-
Friday, 8:00 6:00. There is no entrance fee, and guides are 
available. Hotels are available in Andenne, two-and one-half 
miles (four cm) away: camping areas in Sclayn, one mile 
(two km) away, and restaurants are in Sclayn and Andenne. 
Contact: Marcel Otte, Université de Liege, Prehistoire, Place 
du XX Aout 7, 4000 Liège Belgium, (tel.) 32-041-665341, 
(fax) 041-665551 (e-mail) u080Al@VM1.ULG.AC.BE or 
Dominique Bonjean, (tel.) 32-081-58-08-51. 
 
 
Stavelot Abbey (excavations July-August 1996, 1997). 
Archaeologists are investigating the ruins of a medieval 
church that are associated with the intact Stavelot Abbey, in 
use from the seventh to eighteenth centuries.  
Getting there: Stavelot Abbey is open Monday-Friday, 8:00-
6:00. There is no entrance fee, and guides are available. 
From Liege, drive to Stavelot along the signposted route! or 
take the train to the Trois-Ponts station, where buses to the 
abbey are available, The hotel Le Mel Aimo, 500 yards 
away, has a restaurant. Contact: Marcel Otte, Université de 
Liege (same address as above) or Brigitte Neuray, Abbaye 
de Stavelot, 4970 Stavelot, Belgium, (tel.) 32-080-86-41-13, 
(fax) 32-080-88-00-65. 
 
Tongeren (excavations summer 1996). the Institute for the 
Archaeological Patrimonium (IAP) of the Flemish 
Community of Belgium has been excavating at Tongeren 
since 1986. The goal of this large-scale investigation is to 
reveal the Roman and medieval past of the oldest city in 
Belgium. Named Atuatuca Tungrorun,, the city was 
originally a Roman military camp built for the legions that 
took part in the Germanic wars. Later, the camp became 
home to the Tungri. a Germanic tribe. Atuatuca Tungrorum 
was the largest town in the region of the Low Countries. The 
IAP excavations have discovered ten construction periods 
from the end of the first century to the second half of the 
third century. Excavated houses show the development from 
a Roman tent-camp to Tungri farmhouses! and later 
Romanized houses with complex structures. Houses from 
the latest periods were built in an authentic Roman manner. 
A fire between At. 69 and 70 destroyed one block of houses 
at the site. In the second and third centuries houses were 
made of stone and residential areas developed. Excavations 
have also revealed a monastery wall from the Middle Ages 
that was part of the Saint Maternus chapel. In the middle of 
Tongeren. at Vri jhof Square, one can still see a tower of the 

fourth century, originally a part of the late Roman period 
wall. Getting there: Contact the IAP at Tongeren for 
directions to visit one of the excavations. Contact: G. 
Vynckler or Alain Vander hoeven, Institute for the 
Archaeological Patrimonium (IAP). Field Service Tongeren, 
Saint Maternus-wal 11 3700 Tongeren, Belgium. (tel.) 32-1 
2-262-660. 
 
Walraversijde (excavations May-October 1996). A deserted 
late medieval fishing village. Walraversijde lies along the 
Belgian coast near Ostend. Since the spring of 1992, a team 
from the Institute for the Archaeological Patrimoniumn 
(lAP), working in collaboration with the provincial 
government of West Flanders, has been carrying out 
archaeological excavations at Raversijde, where the remains 
of a medieval fishing village known in historical sources as 
Walraversijde have been found. Past investigations of 
Raversijde beach suggest that the earliest human occupation 
dates to the tenth to twelfth centuries. At that time the 
village was situated on the former island of Testerep, which 
faced the coastline and extended from Westend to Ostend. 
The Groot Geleed, a creek joining the river ldzer to the west, 
separated Testerep from the mainland. During the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries, high spring tides and storms 
repeatedly ravaged Testerep and-badly damaged the former 
coastline. Many pieces of land, including parts of 
Walraversijde. disappeared into the sea. The resident 
population was forced to move inland. The archaeology 
suggests that the inland settlement began with the building 
of the Gravejansdike in the early fifteenth century. The study 
area was probably abandoned toward the end of the fifteenth 
century, after military troubles with Maximilian of Austria. 
About 70 acres of the inland medieval settlement have been 
unearthed, revealing the ground plans of 15 houses and a 
variety of artifacts, of which many are related to fishing 
activities (fishhooks, net weights, and piercers), as well as 
local and foreign pottery, metal artifacts, vegetable remains, 
bone material, shells, pit-coal, and other rock material. 
Getting there: The site is open Monday-Friday. Reservations 
are required for groups. Contact: Mcmlx Pleters, Scientific 
Collaborator of the IAP, Doornveld 1 bus 30, B-1731, Asse 
(ZeIlik), Belgium, (Tel 32-2/463-1333) 
 
While the sites indicate their opening times it is important 
that you confirm the excavation dates before you make your 
journey The magazine also announces digs in other 
countries, like England, Scotland, Wales Ireland, France, 
Czech Republic, Germany, The Netherlands Poland, Russia 
Ukraine and Sweden. It you would like to participate in a 
dig, see the Archeological Institute of Americas 
Archeological Field ODvon’unities Sulletin available from 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, Order Department, 4050 
Westmark Drive, Dubuque, IA 52002, (tel. 800 228 0810), 
The cost is $9.00 for A/A members, $11.00 for non-
members. 
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MORE ABOUT BRUSSELS 
 
Brussels is built on rolling hills that have been inhabited 
since Roman times, though the oldest existing document 
mentioning Bruocsella (the dwelling on the marsh) only 
dates from 695 AD and the first major settlement there was 
a fort built on an island in the River Senne in 99 AD. 
Like Bruges and Ghent, Brussels grew important in the 
middle ages as a center of medieval industries such as 
tapestry weaving, brewing and painting. It was also a key 
trading town at the crossroads of two European land 
routes. 
The first city wall was built in the 12th century (a few 
towers and short stretches of wall are still standing) and a 
second wall was constructed in the 14th century (of which 
all that terming is the Poule de Hal). 
When the Dukes of Burgundy gained control of The Low 
Countries in the 15th century, Philip the Good chose 
Brussels as the Burgundian capital. This was something of 
a mixed blessing as it changed Brussels from a Flemish-
speaking city into a divided city where the new ruling class 
spoke French whereas the original inhabitants mainly stuck 
to Flemish. 
Brussels later became part of the vest l-iapsburg Einpire 
and the scene in 1568 of the execution by Emperor Charles 
V of the rebellious Counts Egmont end Hoorn While the 
Dutch to the North won their independence from Philip II, 
Brussels remained a Hapsburg city until after the French 
Revolution. The city was under French rule from 1794 
until 1814. When Napoleon made a last desperate bid to 
conquer Europe in 1815 he met defeat at the village of 
Waterloo, just 14 kilometers south of Brussels. The next 
15 years saw Brussels governed from the Netherlands, 
until a brief revolution in 1830 led to the creation of the 
Belgian Kingdom. 
Brussels, the new capital, changed during the 19th century 
from a provincial back water into an elegant and rich city, 
graced with boulevards, galleries, museums and palaces. 
Occupied in two World Wars, Brussels emerged with a 
postwar commitment to the European ideal of peaceful 
cooperation. It has beer, the seat of the European 
Commission and the Council of Ministers since 1958 and 
the headquarters of NATO since 1967. 
The city that began nearly two thousand years ago on an 
island in the Senne is now the official capital of Europe. 
Brussels deserves to be thought of by tourists as a 
destination in its own right, not just a quick stop-over on a 
flight from one European country to the next.. Brussels is a 
capital with a long and dramatic history, a lively night life, 
a major urban center with all its inevitable problems but 
with a collective personality well worth getting to know. 
More than most cities in Europe, Brussels takes a while to 
appreciate. It doesn’t set out to seduce you, its bright lights 
make no effort to dazzle or flatter. Aside from the 
GrandPlace, the medieval heart of the city Brussels is not a 
town that encourages aimless wandering. People around 

here make up their minds of what they want, arid then go 
out to get it, be it a visit to one of its theaters, opera. 
restaurants or night spots. 
What about the weather? Well, it rains. And rains 
Statisticians disagree on whether the average number of 
days with rain (not often a downpour but a typical fine 
misty rain, which we call mat tegen in Flemish) is 200 or 
220, but the optimists note that the lBS or so rain free days 
are nice to look forward to. 
Weather was no doubt the original reason for the many 
covered galleries, the most famous and the first one in 
Europe being the Galleries St Hubert close to the 
Grand’Placa Built in 1847, the high arched glassed-in 
ceiling stretches 200 yards over a walkway lined with 
shops and cafés, and decorated above with statues and 
flags. 
(Source: The Newcomer An Introduction to Life in 
Belgium March 1995) 
 
 
MORE ABOUT FLOODS.... 
 
This past Winter, the weather was harsh and unpredictable. 
Perhaps the following account of the Oregon Winter of 
1861 will remind all of us that “the more it changes, the 
more it remains the same. This account (translated by 
Micheline Gaudette) was written by Jean Nicolas Perlot, a 
Belgian who searched for gold in California, and later 
made a fortune in gardening and real estate investments in 
Portland. Oregon. before returning to Belgium. 
“We had a wet Fall, I haven’t seen such rain since I came 
to California (1853) and Oregon. It was a real deluge. 
Starting December 5, 1861, the usually calm Willamette 
river was transformed into a raging river rising out of its 
bed and destroying the buildings located on its banks. 
During 2 days the river was covered with all Sods of 
wrecks, trees, animals, fences, food, houses, mills -The 
river flowed by Portland at the rate of 3 miles per hour! 
But Portland wasn’t much affected. At Oregon City, many 
houses, including 2 mills and their flour/grain stores were 
destroyed and swept away by the current. 
The river was awesome - a fall of 25 ft disappeared - we 
could only see an enormous water mass destroying 
everything in its path. 
Twenty-five miles from Portland, at Chempoeg 
(Champoeg now Marion, Marion Co.) only 2 houses out of 
18 were spared,  even the land on which the village was 
built was swept away by the river. Afterward, a few holes, 
10-20 ft deep and full of water were all that remained of 
the village. 
 
Submitted by Micheline Gaudette 
 
Source: Perlot, Jean Nicolas Vie et Aventure d’un Enfant 
de l’Ardenne.  Arlon: Bruck Imprimerie
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QUERIES … QUERIES 
96.306 - Van BLANCHAERT / QUINTYN Achiel Van 
Blanchaert, b. 6.6.1878, Pittem, Belg., d. 1.1.1946, Jackson. 
Kansas City, MO -im 1911 in Belgium Euphrasie Quintyn b. 
1882 Belgium. d. 9.4.1917, Jackson, Kansas City, MO.  
Emigrated to the United States by way of Liverpool, Eng. and 
arrived in New York 1912 with a daughter Maria Evarista Van 
Blanchaert, b.1911. Wingene. Belg. (my grandmother). The 
family moved to Kansas City. MO, where, it is believed, my 
great-grandfather’s brother had moved a year or two before. 
Am looking for more information on my great grandparents 
relatives in Belgium or the US. as well as birth- arid marriage 
certificates Denise A. Shindle 204 Plantation Rd. Mt. Holly, 
NC 28120 
96.307 - LAMBRECHT (Lambert), Auguste, b. 6 November 
1852 in Ertvelde, Belg. , d. 1923, buried Notre Dame, IN. Son 
of Petrus Lambrecht and Sophie Dossche; m. 17 November 
1871, Zelzaete, Belg. Marie Theresa Van Vooren (Mary 
Voorde) b.30 Juno, 1853 in Zelzaete. Belg., d. 23 December 
1885 in South Bend, IN. possibly from childbirth 
complicatIons. Unable to locate her burial site. Her parents 
were Joannes Baptiste Van Vooren and Monica Gyselingh 
(Gyselinck). One son of August and Maria, Peter Anton 
(Tony) Lambert was born 26 July 1884 in IN d. 10 February 
1958, buried Notre Dame, IN. Any information on these seven 
people would be greatly appreciated. Thanks. 
Antone Levan Lambert, 31646 Delaware Ave, Livonia, MI 
48150. Tel (313) 422-5725 
96.308 - VAN EFFEN I DELUSTER (Duluster) from St. 
Joris-Weert Belg. I would like to know if anyone has any 
information on the following people: Charles Van Effen b. 10 
April 1865, Louise Deluster b. 17 May 1865; Phillip DeLuster 
b.1824 or ’25, his wife Maria Vandermsain (spelling?) b. 1824 
or ‘25; Jacob Van Effen b. 1824 or ‘25, his wife Theresa Van 
Swarts b. 1825 or 2 5- Robert Van Effen - 1306 Sheridan Rd. 
Escabana Ml 49829 
96.309 - VAN der NAILLEN / Hens de VERPIN 
My great grandfather Albert Van dem Naillen, b. Ghent 
Belg.1 May 1828(1830?) m. Victoire Delphine Constance 
Herla de Verpin 10 October 1857. They came to the US circa 
1858. Albert was the son of Jean Baptiste Van der Naillen and 
Angelica Josepha Van de(n) Ecken b. either in Grarnmont or 
Liege in 1835. They lived in Overboelaere, Belg. The line 
becomes confused going further back and this is where we 
need assistance.  One version has it that Victoire was the 
daughter of François Joseph Herb, b.1803 in Brussels, and 
Theresa de Couleneer de Maestricht b. 1816 in liege, daught. 
of Antoine Deffay, b. 1763 (?) and Anna Catherina de 
Couleneer de Maestricht - Antoine Deffay son of François 
Joseph Defay b. 25 Dec. 1713, and Jeanne Balta. From there 
the Deffays go back three generations to Count George 
Deffay, m. Elizabeth Nugent of Westmeath, Ireland. 
The other version has Victoire descending from three 
generations of Joseph Deffeys the first being the son of 
George Deffay and Elisabeth Nugent. We have NO 
documentation of the above events prior to Albert and 
Victoire’s arrival in the United States. He was an engineer and 
became Chevalier de l’Ordre de Leopold on 5 May 1903. 
Please, Help! 

Ralph E. Van der Naillen, Jr. 249 Olympic Dr. Rockport, 
Texas 78382-6831 
96.310 - VAN RAEMDONCK We are searching for our 
family in the USA. Hendrik Van Raemdonck b. 7 June 1864, 
from Kruibeke Belg. Left Antwerp by ship 1886-1888? His 
oldest son was a pilot during WWI (b.1890), left for the 
Philipinnes after the war: second son was a farmer (b.?). 
That’s all the information we have, Van Raemdonck-Srnet 
Kattestraat 94 - B 9150 Kruibeke - Belgium 
96.311 - LECOCO - Seeking piece of origin in Belgium of 
Antoine Lecocq, his wife Mie (surname unknown), and their 
five children: Maxirnilien, Philomene, Leopold. Marie Anne 
Josephe and Joseph The last two were twins, born 10 
September 1844. The family arrived through the Port of 
Boston, USA. 17 April 1856, on ship “Buena Vista”. Living in 
Rod River Township, Kewaunee County, WI in 1865 and 
1870. They are not from Meux nor Jauchelette.  
Mary Ann Def net, 253 Little Road - 
Green Bay, WI 54301-1903 
96.312 - FABER - We are looking for the family and 
descendants of John Pierre Faber. I,. 1 December 1890 in Feis-
Larochette. Luxembourg . d. 18 July 1975 at the age of 85 
years at the veterans hospital in Vancouver, Wash, buried at 
the Willarmette National Cemetery. He used to live with his 
family in Portland, Or, whore he was a butcher. His obituary 
mentions that he is survived by his wife Elisabeth (no 
surname) one stepdaughter, three grandchildren and two great 
grandchildren. Please send Information to this office. 
96.313 - HEYRMAN John, b 10 may 1802 in Bornem, 
Prov. Antwerp, Belg. d 7 Buried in Finger Rd. Church 
Cemetery in Humboldt, WI (Brown Co) m. Anna Catharina 
DeJonghe (no info on date nor place) Can anyone help with 
tracing this family in Belgium and later in the US? Ruth A. 
Smith - 1888 Ridge Dr. Freeport, IL 61032 
96.314 - SCHARTMAN - LIGNOUL Joseph Gaspard, b. 2. 
March 1881 St. Nicolas Liege, Belg., 6. March 1969, Great 
Falls, MT. son of Jean Guillaume Gerard and Marie Catherine 
Mawet m 24 May 1902 Celina Marie Josephine Lignoul, b. 26 
Nov.1882. Seraing, Belg. d. 1972 Great Falls, MT. daugh. of 
Henri Lignoul and Ursula Huemann. Joseph and Colina and 
their children Josephina Joanne Ursule and Guillaumine Marie 
Theresa left Belgium (where they last resided in Ougree) from 
Antwerp 8 Apri1 1913 to arrive in Ellis Island 19 May 1913. 
Am looking for information with dates on the Schartman-
Mawet and the Lignoul-Huemann couples.  Frances 
Schartman 9142 900 Ave. E Oak Harbor WA. 98277 
96.316 - ROGIER -COLLYNS - Leon Rogier b.10 July 
1892 in Grammont, Belg. d. 14 September 1986 in Goffstown, 
NH.; married lsabelle Collyns also of Grammont on 2 January 
1914 They emigrated to the US from Antwerp, Belg. 6 March 
1914 on the Manitou. They had three sons William, b. 25 
April, 1915 ; Charles b. 13 May 1921. d. 16 May 1921; 
Charles L. b. 8 June 1923. Leon became a citizen of the US 17 
September 1924. Isabelle (his wife) was the daughter of Adolf 
Collyns and Maria Hoebeke. Any information baptismal 
records, marriage places etc in form of dates, names, 
addresses, newspaper clippings, funeral cards would be greatly 
appreciated . Charles L Rogier - 46 Water Street, Unit#6 - 
Epping, NH 03042-2448 
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WAESLAND RESEARCH Update 
 
The research on the immigrants from the Waasland is going very very well, according to Mr. Georges Picavet, who has 
invested a lot of time and energy in tracing the emigration from that area of Belgium and the whereabouts of the descendants. 
We updated the name list by adding the roughly 100 new names that have been added since the list we published in Belgian 
Laces Vol 17 #65 - 1996.4 .We also publish an updated listing of the cities and villages of Waasland, with some additional 
information.  Mr Picavet mentions that he would not have been able to proceed as he has without the help of the many who 
have sent him information. 
This June will see Georges in Seattle, Minneapolis, Superior, Iron Mountain, Escanaba, Green Bay, Chicago. South Bend, 
Detroit and New York. Anyone with any information pertaining to his research please contact Mr. Picavet directly. His address 
is: Doorn 9 - BE-9160 Kruibeke - Belgium. Tel/ Fax (32) 3-774 10 11 - E.mail - Jag.Picavet@ping.be 
 

VILLAGES OF THE WAASLAND about 1970 
 

Name of village  old spelling hectares (1970)  population(1970)  emigrants (1903) 
Bazel   Basel  1.694   4265  
Belsebe   Belsele  2.026   5704  
Beveren   Beveren  1.903   15272    54 
Burcht   Burght  435   6744    9 
Daknam   Dacknam 399   745  
De Klinge  (De) Clinge 272   2712    26 
Doel   Doel  2570   1395    5 
Eksaarde  Exaerde  2100   4594  
Elversele  Elversele 499   1442  
Haasdonk  Haesdonck 1177   3775  
Kallo   Calloo  2772   2347    1 
Kemzeke  Kemseke 1167   2782    3 
Kieldrecht  Kieldrecht 1949   4109    31 
Kruibeke  Cruybeke 1454   6696  
Lokeren   Lookeren 4351   26651    4 
Meerdonk  Meerdonck 1146   1821    8 
Melsele   Melcele  1846   6916  
Moerbeke  Moerbeke 3782   5013    28 
Nieuwkerken  Nieukerken 986   5170    11 
Rupelmonde  Rupelmonde 188   3285    1 
Sinaai   Sinaey  2651   5220    8 
Sint Gillis  Sint Gillis 2240   5923    3 
Sint Niklaas  St Nicolas 2755   49320    57 
St Pauwels  St Pauls  1187   3257    4 
Steendorp  Steendorp 506   2857    3 
Stekene   Steekene 3133   8960    7 
Temse   Temsche 2340   15117    1 
Tielrode   Tielroode 792   2706  
Verrebroek  Verrebrouck 1581   1244    23 
Vrasene   Vracene  1889   3596    35 
Waasmunster  Waesmunster 3202   7521    1 
Zwijndrecht  Swyndrecht 1350   10123    7 
NOTE: Historically and geographically Zwijndrecbt and Burcht belong to the Waasland, although they are now part of the 
Province of Antwerp.    
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Family Names of Emigrants from the Waesland to the US (updated incomplete list from BL 1995/4) 
 
This list includes the maiden names of wifes. Names marked with an asterisk are alternative spellings in the US.  Also certain 
names may have lost the Van or De. 
 
(Did not reformat this page as this information can be retrieved from Belgium Roots)
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RECIPES 
With summer on its way (we hope ), the stores full of fresh produce, and the fortunate ones among us with gardens producing 
fruits and vegetables in abundance thought this would be the right time to talk about salads and fruit dishes. The most Belgian 
of all salad dishes is the shrimp stuffed tomato, which is often served as a first course or a light lunch. The most unusual 
strawberry dish is a dessert made of the fruit slightly cooked in a syrup with green pepper corns! Try it, you will love it! 
 
TOMATES aux CREVETTES 
(tomatoes stuffed with Shrimp) - Serves 4 
 

The quantity of the shrimp used to stuff the tomatoes depends 
on the size of both the tomato and the shrimp! 
 

4 large ripe tomatoes 
2 cups or more shrimp meat 
3/4 cup (or more) lemon mayonnaise 
salt and freshly ground pepper to taste 
4/4 cup minced parsley - salad greens 
Cut of a slice of the tomatoes and reserve. Carefully hollow 
out the tomatoes with a teaspoon, taking care not to break the 
shell, riven the fruit on a plate and let them drain for 20 mm. 
Combine the shrimp and 3/4 cup mayonnaise. Sprinkle a little 
salt and pepper into each tomato shell and fill it with the 
shrimp mixture. Sprinkle with parsley and cover with the 
reserved tomato tops. Serve on a bed of salad greens. 
Note: 1- Belgium, the excellence of a restaurant may be 
judged from this dish. An inexpensive restaurant will have 
more mayonnaise than shrimp in its stuffed tomatoes. 2 -To 
improve upon the taste and the quality of store bought 
mayonnaise, add fresh lemon juice and a few generous 
grindings of white pepper to ‘Real Mayonnaise’ made with 
eggs. Avoid the sweeter brands! 
 

TRUITE EN ASPIC: Trout in Aspic (Serves 4) 
For the Fish Bouillon Aspic: 
6 trout   1 Tbsp unflavored gelatin 
2 cups water  a Tbsps vinegar 
2 cups white wine 1 3/4 cup of the fish bouiflon 
2 tsp. salt 
I lemon, sliced 
1 leek, sliced 
1 cup sliced celery 
2 bay leaves 
1/2 tsp crumbled thyme 
4 cloves 
3 peppercorns 
 

Combine an the bouillon ingredients a large skillet. Bring to 
the boiling point, simmer for 7 to 15 mint or until the fish 
flakes easily. Cool. Place the trout in a single layer on a 
platter. Reserve 1 3/4 cup of the bouillon, chill. Combine the 
gelatin with the vinegar. Place over over low heat and stir 
until the gelatin is dissolved. Stir in the fish bouillon. Chill it 
until it is syrupy and the consistency of unbeaten eggs whites. 
Spoon the gelatin over the trout, coating them evenly. Chill 
until firm. Garnish with sliced tomatoes, sliced eggs and 
parsley. 
 

SALADE de TOMATES: Tomato Salad, Serves 4 
6 firm ripe tomatoes, peeled 
Salt & freshly ground white pepper to taste 
5 Tbsp. olive oil 
2 Tbsp. mild vinegar 
1-2 tsp. Dijon mustard 

thinly sliced sweet onions 
1/2 cup minced parsley 
To peel the tomatoes, plunge them into boiling water tori 
minute. Carefully remove the peel and The blossom end. 
Chill the tomatoes before cutting them into thin slices. 
Arrange the slices alternately with a slice of onion. Combine 
the other ingredients and mix them well. Sprinkle the 
dressing over the tomatoes and onions and refrigerate for 1 to 
4 hours (covered). 
tfle: if the idea of the sliced sweet onions is a little much for 
you, substitute by 2 Tbs of minced onions or shallots. 
 

SALADE LIEGEOISE 
Green Bean and Potato Salad with Bacon, Serves 4-6 
This hearty salad goes very well with any cold meat. 
1 pound green beans cut in 2 pieces 
3 large firm potatoes (yellow or red are fine) 
Salt and freshly ground white pepper to taste 
1 large onion, minced 
1/4 cup minced parsley 
1 Tbsp. butter 
1/2 pound lean bacon, diced 
1/3 cup wine vinegar or to taste. 
Cook the green beans in plenty of salted water until they are 
just tender - drain well. Cook the potatoes in their skins, peel, 
and slice them. Pile the beans in the m~dle of a large salad 
bowl. Arrange the potato slices in a circle around the beans. 
Season with salt and pepper. Sprinkle all with the minced 
onion and the parsley Combine the butter and the diced bacon 
in a skillet and cook until bacon is crisp. Pour off all but 1/2 
cup of fat. Dribble the fat and the bacon pieces over the beans 
and the potatoes. Pour the vinegar in the skillet and bring to a 
boil. Dribble the vinegar over the beans and the potatoes. 
Serve as is and toss the salad at the table 
Note. As a general rule, it is best to start with little vinegar 
and add more. In the case of this salad, which should be nice 
and tart, put a little cruet of vinegar on the table so that 
people may help themselves to more. 
 
FRAISES FLAMBEES au POIVRE VERT 
Strawberries flambé with green pepper corns, Serves 4 
1 pint strawberries, sliced or quartered 
10 Tbsp. butter 
Bounces sugar 
1 lemon 
1/2 orange 
2 Tbsp. Pernod (or Pasts or O.zo) 
2 Tbsp. green pepper corns preferably canned 
a shot of Great Marnier. 
Melt the butter in a skillet. Add the same quantity of sugar 
and let it caramelize, add the juice of the lemon and ot the 1/2 
orange and the Pastis liqueur. Reduce to about the 
consistency of a syrup. Add the green pepper corns, the 
strawberries and flambe with the Grand Marnier. Serve 
immediately either as in or over vanilla ice cream. 


